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 Definition of Light:Definition of Light:
 A form of electromagnetic energyA form of electromagnetic energy

(Energy that travels in waves)(Energy that travels in waves)
 This energy travels at a speed of:This energy travels at a speed of:



 Stars like our sun emit a wide range of Stars like our sun emit a wide range of 
wavelengths that create the wavelengths that create the 





 Looking at just the Looking at just the 
part of the E.M. part of the E.M. 
spectrum that spectrum that 
contains visible contains visible 
light & the energy light & the energy 
waves associated waves associated 
with a few colors: with a few colors: 

 Higher Energy = Higher Energy = 
Higher FrequencyHigher Frequency



 Because each color has a specific energy Because each color has a specific energy 
& associated wavelength, we can use a& associated wavelength, we can use a

   to identify which wavelengths are being    to identify which wavelengths are being 
produced by a distant star! produced by a distant star! 

•• Every gas when burned, creates a specific Every gas when burned, creates a specific 
pattern of colors/wavelengths: pattern of colors/wavelengths: 



 For example, if we look at the emission spectra For example, if we look at the emission spectra 
for hydrogen:for hydrogen:

 For some gases, the color bands can be wide, For some gases, the color bands can be wide, 
while other times they are narrow.while other times they are narrow.



 The colors that are missing comprise the:The colors that are missing comprise the:



Therefore, if we are looking through Therefore, if we are looking through 
a spectroscope and see the color a spectroscope and see the color 

pattern for hydrogen, we know that pattern for hydrogen, we know that 
particular star is burning hydrogen!particular star is burning hydrogen!



Why does an ambulance sound higher Why does an ambulance sound higher 
pitched when it is coming towards you and pitched when it is coming towards you and 
lower pitched when it is going away from you?lower pitched when it is going away from you?



Now let’s replace the car with a star!Now let’s replace the car with a star!




